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    Car Caddie Door Frame Strap   2012.201 

The Car Caddie Door Frame Strap with Handle attaches to the 

frame of most vehicle doors. It offers a balancing support for 

persons entering or leaving the car. The Car Caddie Door Frame 

Strap with Handle features an adjustable strap made of durable 

nylon for long-lasting use. (Image to left)  

  

    Bocce Ball      2011.221 

Great game for yard or park. Balls are bright colors to be seen and 

collected easily. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

    Ladder Golf      2011.220 

Easy assemble ladders sit 10-20 feet apart, string balls thrown at 

ladder to score points. Bright color ladder rungs make it easy to 

see where the ball lands. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

    Toss ‘N Score Target    2011.224 

Lightweight and portable PVC frame with nylon mesh backstop 

and deep 12” sq. target sack. (Image to left)  

  

   

    6 Color Bean Bag Ball Set    2011.223 

Multiple colors of bean bag balls that can be thrown and rolled for 

various games. (Image to left)  
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    Beasy Board Transfer System   2012.202 

A patient transfer device designed to make transferring patients 

easier, reducing the risk of injury to caregivers. (Image to left)  

  

    Bean Bag Toss     2011.218 

Ideal for seated play, with distinct coloration for visibility. Durable 

vinyl mat can lay on ground or table.  (Image to left)  

  

 

    Large Print Scrabble    2011.216 

Bold extra large letters enhance the game for the elderly and/or 

visually impaired. (Image to left)  

  

 

    Braille and Large Print Monopoly   2011.215 

Braille Low Vision Monopoly is a Braille and large print game 

designed for individuals who are blind or have low vision. (Image 

to left)  

  

 

    Uno Cards with Braille    2011.214 

Braille Uno cards make the classic game accessible for persons 

who are blind. (Image to left)  
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Large Print Playing Cards    2011.213 

Durable, plastic coated low vision playing cards for long-lasting 

play. Poker size numbers, letters and pictures. Standard sized 

playing cards measure: 3-1/2 x 2-5/8. Large numbers and letters 

measure 1-1/2 with bold graphics for easy recognition. (Image to 

left)  

 

EZC Playing Cards     2011.208 

Large 1-1/4" numbers are easily read by individuals with visual 

impairment. High contrast white letters on dark red backgrounds 

for hearts and diamonds and black backgrounds for clubs and 

spades. Also has an easy to identify code for quick suit 

recognition. (Image to left)  

 

Playing Card Holder- 10”    2011.209 

Slotted holder keeps card at a readable angle and improves 

visibility and provides hand free viewing.  Cards can easily be 

added and removed. (Image to left)  

 

Set of 2 Playing Card Holders   2011.211 

Holds up to 15 cards.  It can stand on the table or you can hold it 

in your hand.  It organizes hands for easier play. (Image to left) 

 

4 Piece Round Card Holder    2011.212 

Holds cards in a round disk.  Easy to slide cards in a slot in the 

middle of the disk.  This makes it easier to hold cards while 

keeping them organized in your hand. (Image to left)  
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    Jumbo Slide Bingo Cards    2011.243 

Durable, cardboard low vision Bingo game for long-lasting play. 

Easy read large print letters and numbers and finger tip cover 

slips. Constructed to offer years of Bingo pleasure and enjoyment.  

(Image to left)  

 

 

Golf Club Grip Adaptation    2011.225 

Chamois jumbo grip is a rubber attachment for golf clubs that 

provides for a broader and more comfortable grip. (Image to left)  

   

 

  

    Raised Garden Bed Tool     2011. 255 

    Long reach tool designed to assist in raised garden beds with  

    cultivation and weeding. Gardener’s supply company. (Image to  

    left) 

  

 

    Lifting Hooks       2011.256 

    Steel hooks covered in neoprene. Padded wrist straps with a  

    metal D-ring adjustable closure. (Image to left) 
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